Puppet making has always been popular in India and has occupied a special place in Indian tradition. This is also a great tool in story telling activities. The hand puppet making activity for classes IV and V was held on 1st of August 2019. Students of all the sections participated with full enthusiasm and made colourful puppets using their vivid imagination. They made finger puppets, sock puppets and hand puppets. The students made different animals, insects and human figures which depicted our beautiful culture.

The following entries of the students have been judged as the Best Entries.

**Class V**

- Arnav Yadav V D
- Tarini Jaidka V C
- Devarsh Mehta V D
- Ananya Goyal V F
- Aanya Vallab V F

**CLASS IV**

- Nupur Panigrahy IV E
- Meenal Nangia IV A
- Anjali Agarwal IV C
- Himanya Talwar IV D
- Jahaan Makkar IV D